
Cold Email Mastery

4,141 Freelancers & Agency Owners Used The CEM

Framework To Generate Over $4,000,000

And Today - You Get Access To The Same System That’ll Allow You To Close

Four, Five, & Even Six Figure B2B Deals ON DEMAND.*

*(or your money back)

Look, when you’re selling B2B services:

You're only one cold email away from anything you want...

But that’s ONLY if you know how to:

SCRAPE the email address of any prospect you want - no matter what niche

you’re in…

WRITE irresistible cold emails that’ll get 7, 8, and 9 figure business owners on the

phone with you…

LAND in the primary inbox of any potential lead you want - ensuring that none of

your cold emails drown in the spam folder…

AUTOMATE your outreach so that you can book 5, 10 or even 20 sales calls a

week without lifting a finger… 

And in this 2 minute letter, I’m going to reveal the exact framework that thousands

of agency owners and freelancers have used to achieve all of the above…

But just before I get into that, I’ll let you in on a secret.

In this B2B space, there’s ONE factor that determines how successful you’re going

to be:

Your client acquisition.

That’s right.

Your client acquisition could quite literally be the difference between quitting your

job, flying to South America and working from the beach…

Or ending up as just another failed agency owner.

( I’ve seen many in my time )

So before I introduce the CEM Framework, let me ask you a question.

Are you in true control of your client acquisition?

Do you know for a fact where your next client is going to come from?

If you answered no… you’re in for a treat.

Because I’ve taught 3,000+ students how to get results like this:

And yes, I can email any business owner, in any niche, and sell nearly any B2B product

to them.

( It’s basically a superpower )

There are no “email blasts”.

There are no black hat methods or scams.

There is no magic software.

It’s a single, fundamental system that allows you to find your target customer, get

them on the phone, and close high ticket deals - on AUTOPILOT.

And if you’re wondering what you can sell with cold email, here’s what my students

have sold:

Web design…

SaaS…

SEO…

Lead Generation…

Email Marketing…

Funnel Building…

Copywriting…

Influencer Marketing…

Blog Writing…

App Development…

Social Media Marketing…

Consulting…

Videography/Photography… 

And much, much more.

Friend, this may sound like it’s too good to be true…

But I assure you…

Young guys like yourself are closing $10,000, $40,000 and $80,000/mo deals

everyday using the CEM system.

So it’s clear the CEM System works… 

But you might be wondering, who are you and why should I listen to you?

Well, I’m just a normal guy like you.

Even though I can sell basically ANY B2B product to ANY niche…

I’m not some kind of hacker. Or persuasive genius. Or an old guy that’s been in this

industry for 30 years.

No, my name’s Daniel.

And for a long time, I couldn’t send a successful cold email if my life depended on it.

Okay, I got some replies…

But most of them went along the lines of…

“Stop”

“Unsubscribe”

“If you ever email me again I’m reporting you to the FTC”

And I know that seems weird coming from a guy who’s widely known as

“The Cold Email Wizard”

But I must confess…

During those hard times where I couldn’t get a single positive response…

I thought:

Cold Email = Ineffective Bullsh*t

And I’m pretty certain there are a lot of people who think the same.

But the truth is…

People only claim that “cold email is useless” because they do the following:

Blast some blind, crappy email with a generic template to thousands of people.

And that’s not only ineffective…

But it’s disrespectful to your prospect - and more importantly - it doesn’t work.

So how did I go from getting no replies to becoming The Cold Email Wizard?

After thousands of thousands of email blasts, I knew I had to change my approach.

I was desperate.

So I started testing things. Like a mad scientist.

What if I use this angle with this CTA?

What if I mix this… with this…?

What if I change this setting in my email provider?

And then….

One day it happened. 

Two positive responses arrived in my inbox.

I pinched myself to make sure I hadn’t just dreamt of those replies.

I was ecstatic.

So I doubled down on my new technique…

And guess what happened?

MORE positive replies in my inbox.

Now fast forward to this exact moment…

You’re reading this gumroad page…

And I’m telling you about the system that I’ve been optimising, perfecting, and testing

over the past 4 years.

In that time, I’ve taught 3,000+ students how to use cold email to generate

MASSIVE amounts of income for their B2B products…

I’m talking millions of dollars…

5-figure monthly retainers…

Commission based deals…

The whole shazam…

And based on all of my research, failures, and victories…

I created the Cold Email Mastery system. 

A course that changed the entire cold outreach industry.

( and the financial situation for lots of guys & gals around the world - you’ll see some

of their OUTRAGEOUS testimonials on this page )

The CEM System works even if you’re not a highly technical type of guy…

It works if English isn’t your first language…

Hell, it even works if you don’t have a B2B service to sell…

( You can sell other people's products for a commission! )

Bottom line is:

You can sell ANY B2B service with the Cold Email Mastery System… 

No matter how big the client is or how fresh you are to your craft.

If you know how to deliver results with a skill…

Then CEM is the missing piece in securing your future in the B2B realm.

Oh, you don't know one profitable skill?

Okay, don't worry, got you covered:

You can use these same tactics to sell other people's products for a commission.

But let me tell you something important…

Cold Email Mastery is successful 'cause it's based on...

One single and simple element that every other cold email method out there

misses…

It's so powerful it can get you 15%, 20% and 30% more responses.

Give me any cold email campaign with 200 recipients...

If you got 1 call, CEM will get you 10. If you got 2 calls, CEM will get you 20.

THAT’S how powerful the CEM System really is.

With this one element you’ll have 7 and 8 figure executives THANKING you for your

cold email…

"Thanks for reaching out to me" 

I know it's weird.

But this one ingredient does wonders.

I call it "moving the lead"...

And it's not a template, it's not a persuasion trick, a bribe, or an expensive software

stack.

CEM is not about silver bullets that get old and lose effectiveness.

CEM is based on a distinct approach everybody can easily apply and get results by,

without copy and pasting useless templates.

The CEM System is so powerful, yet so easy to implement…

You could almost call it “plug-and-play”.

Here’s a peak of what you get inside CEM:

 Video - Introduction

 Book - Cold Email Mastery

 Video - Domains

 Video - DNS Records

 Video - Warming up & Custom Tracking Domains

 Video - Writing scripts

 Video - Video Outreach

 Video - Creating Offers

 Video - Writing personalized lines & hiring it out

 Video - Good personalization examples

 Video - Bad Personalization examples

 Video - Scraping ecommerce stores

 Video - Scraping enterprise contacts

 Video - Scraping LinkedIn

 Video - Scraping B2B databases

 Video - Scraping Course sellers

 Video - Finding owner contact info

 Video - Automated sending

 Video - Optimizing campaigns

 Video - Astronomically increasing reply rates

 Video - Cleaning Emails

 Video - Google Sheet Systems

 Video - Zapier Automations

 Video - James Watson, $1 million+ in sales from LinkedIn teaches personalized

images

 Video - Devesh, $20k/mo agency owner teaches frameworks

 Video - Increasing call show up rates

 Video - Additional strategies

 Video - $80k/mo Contract Case Study

Plus, Four Exclusive Bonus Modules:

Bonus #1: Learn sales tactics to sign more of your leads.

This section was added after seeing a lot of people getting leads but struggling to

close those leads on sales calls. While you might sometimes be able to sign clients

without calls - all large deals will eventually require phone calls, and that’s why you

need to be sharp as a knife when it comes to over the phone sales.

Bonus #2: Software Discounts

I both own some software apps and harassed the CEO's of other software apps to

get you discount codes to anything you might need to use.

Bonus #3: Customer service that actually replies.

I spend at least 4 hours per day answering questions. Reply back to one of my emails

with a question and I'll answer it. I will also respond on Twitter if you start the

message with your purchase email.

Bonus #4: $80k/mo Case Study.

One of my students signed an $80k/mo contract with a brand worth over a $1

billion. His entire 41 email chain with the brand is inside the course.

So, how much does it cost? 

As you can imagine… something this powerful is NOT going to be free.

But before you come to a decision…

I want to remind you that NOT implementing the CEM System is going to cost you

BIG in 2021.

If you don’t implement this strategy TODAY…

Not only are you missing out on signing as many clients as you want each month…

But you’re going to get LEFT IN THE DUST by all of your competition who DO take

action.

At this moment, the price of CEM is $245. 

But at one point in time, it cost just $30.

Why?

Because I’m constantly improving and upgrading the course. I’m always adding new

modules that’ll help you get more sales and better deals.

And of course - my students will receive ALL of the updates and additional models at

no extra cost. Forever.

And so my promise to you is bold and simple…

If You Don’t Close A Client Using CEM In 60 Days, I Will

Personally Refund 100% Of Your Money. 

Now that might seem like a downright STUPID offer (for me) - but that’s how

confident I am in the Cold Email Mastery system.

If you take this course, and genuinely implement my systems for 60 days and STILL

don’t sign a new client - send me a DM and I’ll send you back 100% of money.

If you find this course doesn’t apply to your business, I will refund your money. No

questions asked.

You have my word.

( I’m extremely responsive on twitter @blackhatwizardd for any help you need )

Have Any More Questions?

How long will it take to make money?

You should be able to get calls by day 15-20

How much money do I need to spend on software?

Bare minimum $50. $129 recommended.

Who is this for?

Anybody selling business to business services (agencies/freelancers/SaaS).

You make at least $500 from each of your customers.

Selling your service requires a phone call (you can sometimes close without one - but

the function is generating phone calls).

Who is this not for?

Business to consumer companies. You make less than $500 from each customer. Real

estate agents (you can't sell homes with this course)

What If I don't have an online digital service to sell?

You can white label to guys who do or sell their products for a commission

Is cold emailing legal?

Under GDPR if you have a "legitimate interest" as a sender, you're okay. Legitimate

interest means you have specifically identified that business, which is exactly what we

do.

And If You Want To See What Some Of My Students

Say… 

By Cold Email Wizard

I want this!

Cold Email Mastery

 "Cold Email Mastery"

+ Scraping Emails from Instagram

 "Cold Email Mastery"

 + "Scraping Emails from Instagram"

(Sells for $100, you get it for $70)

+ Video Sales Letter Mastery

 "Cold Email Mastery"

 +"Video Sales Letter Mastery" (Sells for

$165, you get it for $110) - learn how to

make simple landing pages & videos in less

than an hour that get you 2x-5x more calls

All 3

 "Cold Email Mastery"

 "Scraping Emails from Instagram" (Sells

for $100, you get it for $70)

 +"Video Sales Letter Mastery" (Sells for

$165, you get it for $110) - learn how to

make landing pages & videos that get you 5x

more calls

$245

$315

$355

$425

711 ratings



https://app.gumroad.com/coldemailwizard




That's it... And if there's something you want to know...

Just hit me up on Twitter @blackhatwizardd

Remember:

$245 is the current price.



$245 is the current price.

The price is always rising and...

You're one cold email away from anything you want.

https://gumroad.com/

